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Delve into the myth, history and science of the
prehistoric humans in the Spirits of Metropolis:
Legacy Edition! Conquer the prehistoric world and
battle with mythical monsters to create the new
legacy of civilization in this PC game. In this game
you will enjoy playing as a prehistoric human in
the region of Metropolis, where many temples and
treasures are still known, few of which exist today.
Discover myths and myths about the past, learn
to control a magic sword, and use its magic
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properties - and work with your fellow humans
and gods to stop the mysterious invaders who
threaten the present world! Features: - Play as a
human and build up a civilization - Fight with
mythical monsters - Earn rewards for victory and
defeat - Take advantage of the magic of the sword
- Create and interact with a unique, historical
world - Explore the 3 different biomes - Enjoy
beautiful graphics and sound - Experience the
beginnings of the human civilization in Metropolis,
and its history - Join the community of players Play together with other humans, chat in our
online community - Make friends - Meet other
players, and develop friendships - Journey through
the world to discover secrets of the mysteries and
legends - Discover legendary treasures and huge
treasures, many of which still exist - Build up your
civilization and become a real history and myth
addict - Enjoy our game play modes, and get
access to hundreds of achievements - Enjoy
excellent game dynamics and our advanced and
user friendly matchmaking and leaderboards Discover the game at the official website! Thank
you! You've chosen to purchase this item from us
and we would like to be able to provide you with a
high quality service & product. If you're happy for
us to carry out this transaction, please add a
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review to your basket. If you're not happy with us
please click the refund link. To charge this item
please click the purple button below: This item is
eligible for a refund under the manufacturers
warranty. Please contact us for more information.
Bought this product to enhance my history
collection of old games. The majority were over 10
years old. This one was very nice and had great
graphics. It was quite fun to play and the sound
effects were great. The only reason I gave it a 7 is
that the saving technology was outdated as I had
to save manually to disk for some of the
intermediate levels, This was fine though. The
packaging it was sent in was
Nope Nope Nurses Features Key:
SetIt Up: Instant standalone game with no programming experience required.
Easy to Play: As everything is right in front of you, there is little requirement to navigate the game.
Instantly Start Playing: Compose several instances to play along with each other.
Track Your Scores: Show off your scores while comparing with all your friends.
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